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1. Introduction

Concrete is a relative brittle material and the mechanical

behavior of concrete structures is critically influenced by

crack propagation. Due to the low fracture toughness of

cement-based materials, tensile cracks occur easily due to

applied stress, restraint, or environmental conditions.

Reinforcement of cementitious materials with short randomly

distributed fibers has been successfully used in recent years,

primarily for tunnel linings, industrial floor slabs and similar

applications [1-5].

Nowadays the question of how to evaluate the flexural

toughness and express it as a useful parameter for design

purposes is still under debate [6]. A number of test methods

have been proposed to evaluate SFRC toughness, but all have

significant problems associated with either the variability of

the results or their application in structural design

calculations [7,8]. Furthermore, in spite of some attempts

made at modeling the flexural behavior of steel fiber

reinforced concrete, there is not any model that to be able to

fully explain what actually happens at the critical cracked

section in terms of the fiber-matrix interactions.

Consequently, a current limitation on the structural use of the

material is a distinct lack of accepted design methods, which

has resulted in a lack of confidence in its use as a permanent

structural material.

Available methods for modeling the flexural post-crack

behavior of SFRC are based on the equilibrium of forces at the

cracked section. The evaluation of tensile strength at the crack

area which is supported by the fibers bridging is the main

point in these methods.  Some methods utilizea stress-crack

opening models found from direct uniaxial tensile tests or

existing relations [9-11]. The main concern is that there is not

any accepted uniaxial tensile test method among researchers

yet [12] and also using the relations needs iterative solution to

determine the required parameters. Soranakom, and Mobasher

[13] present the innovative closed form equations for

generating moment–curvature response of two classes of fiber

reinforced concrete beam; strain hardening and strain

softening material.   

The other methods implement the average response of the

load transmitted by the fibers through the cracked region from

pull-out tests of single fibers [14-16]. Some problems arise

with this approach, namely the number and position of the

fibers bridging in the crack region is not precise and the load
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supported by each fiber depends on the crack opening

displacement, the orientation of the fiber and the embedment

length.

The main objective of this study is to drive a simple solution

for prediction of steel fiber reinforced concrete (SFRC)

behavior under four point bending test (FPBT). In this study

the concrete constitutive model has been supposed as a

bilinear elastic-perfectly plastic stress-strain response in

compression and a linear response up to tensile strength for

tension region. An exponential relation has been assumed for

stress-crack opening in crack section. The assumed relation

needs two parameters and can be formulated easily. The

moment capacity is calculated by applying these assumptions

and satisfying equilibrium law in critical cracked section. After

that, parametric studies have been done on the behavior of

SFRC. Finally proposed model have been validated with some

existing experimental test.

2. Model concepts

An idealized representation of strain and stress block

diagram at the critical cracked section of a steel fiber

reinforced concrete beam under flexural loading is shown in

Fig. 1.Considering this figure, the stresses and resultant forces

that develop at the critical section can be represented by three

separate zones: (1) a compression zone; (2) an un-cracked

tension zone; and (3) a cracked tension zone that shows the

aggregate interlock and fibers bridging role which the fibers

are partially pulled out from the matrix. In this way the

flexural capacity of the critical section is the function of the

following principal parameters:

• The concrete compressive stress-strain relationship

• The concrete tensile stress-strain relationship

• The concrete crack-opening relationship

• The strain profile and related neutral axis location of

uncracked and cracked section

• Crack width profile associated with mid-span deflection.

To predict the shape and magnitude of the stress-block

diagram for a given beam deflection, it requires to specify the

relation of aforementioned parameters. Hence the flexural

moment capacity of the beam for a given beam deflection can

be computed when the internal force equilibrium of the section

is satisfied.

2.1. Concrete constitutive model relation

An idealized constitutive model has been assumed 

for concrete in this study as shown in Fig. 2 in order to 

make simplicity in equations. In this model a bilinear 

elastic-perfectly plastic stress-strain response has been

assumed in compression where the linear portion of 

response terminates at yield point (afc', e1) and remains

constant at compressive yield stress until the ultimate

compressive strain ecu. The tension response up to tensile

strength is described by a linear response with an elastic range

defined by EC.

2.2. Crack opening relation 

In this study the assumed crack-opening relation is an

exponential function as:

Ff=ft eβw β<0                                                              (1)

Where w is crack opening width and ft and β are two

parameters of model which are tensile strength (ft) and a

coefficient that represents the intensity of descending part of

relation respectively. The curve of Ff ⁄ft in function of  β is

shown in Fig. 3-a.

This model can describe the tension softening regime of

concretes with proper variety. A comparison of supposed

model with bilinear model used in Zhang and Stang [7] has

been shown in Fig. 3-b. 

2.3. Crack Tip opening Width relation 

In order to obtain the profile of the curve relating the crack

tip opening (wo) to mid span deflection (d) in a flexural test it

is necessary to make some assumptions. The elastic

deflections of the specimen in standard FPBT are of the order

of hundredths of a millimeter whereas the desirable region of

the load versus deflection diagram for calculating the

toughness indices lies in a range of deflections 10 to a 100

times greater than those at first crack i.e. up to 2 mm [17,18].

This implies that rigid body motion of the two broken halves

of the specimen is by far the dominant mechanism. So the

failure mode commonly observed characterized by a main

failure crack at mid-span and the cracked portion at central

location acts as a plastic hinge. 

Armelin and Banthia [11] proposed a simple solution

assuming the axial compressive strain at the top-most fiber of

the specimen at mid-span (et) as a function of the rotation
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Fig. 1. Strain and stress distribution on crack section
 

Fig. 2. Idealized constitutive model for concrete



angle. The total axial shortening (Dt) can be computed from

Fig. 4 as:

Dt=∫ 0
L ex dx=2⁄3 et L                                                         (2)

The deflection at central position is obtained from the slope

of the beam as follows:

δ=θ L/2 (3)

The linear crack profile is reasonably assumed here in the

bending region. The crack width opening displacement (wo) at

the bottom fiber is written as:

wo=2[θ.(d-c) ]                                                                  (4)

Considering former relation, the stress and force at critical

section can be created in three stages as shown in Fig. 5. In

order to make simplicity in relations of moment capacity at the

critical section, the material parameters are defined in

combination of two inherent material parameters including the

tensile strain ecr crand tensile strengthft (Fig.2) in addition to

module of elasticity (E): 

Compressive strain; et=γecr                                     (5)

Crack strain;   εcr=ft/E                         (6)

Compressive depth; Yc=kd     k<0.5           (7)

Characteristic parameters;            ξ= ε1/εcr=(αfc')/ft (8)

Uncracked tension depth;             YT=kd/γ                        (9)

Cracked tension depth;   YF=d(1-k (1+γ)/γ)        (10)

Where; γ, k are coefficient.
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a -The Curve of Ff in function of  β                                  b-Camparision of Model

Fig. 3. The curve of Ff in function of  β

 

Fig. 4. Failure mode of FRC beam in FPBT

c-Stage 3, after cracking

Fig. 5. Stress and force in section

b-Stage 2, after cracking

a-Stage 1, before cracking



Relations for stage1 (εb≤εcr):
The normalized compressive and tensile forces of uncracked

section with unit width are obtained as following equation: 

Compressive and Tensile Force; (11)

Moment Capacity; M=2Fc×d/3                                       (12)

When the tensile stress at the bottom fiber reaches to tensile

strength, one obtains; 

Compressive and Tensile Force at cracking state; 

(Fc)cr=(Ft)cr=1/2 (Eεcr) d/2=1/4 (ftd) (13)

Moment Capacityat cracking state; Mcr=1/6( ft d2) (14)

Relations for stage2, (εb>εcr ,εt<εo):
The stage 2 begins while the tensile stress at the bottom fiber

of the beam reaches to its strength. In this case, the normalized

concrete forces in compression and tension area are calculated

with utilization of all normalized parameters defined in Eq. 5

to 10 as following: 

Normalized Compressive Force; Fc=1/2(EγεcrYc)=1/2γft×kd    (15)

Normalized Tensile Force; (16)

The force of cracked region can be calculated by carrying out

the integral of Ff over the cracked depth (Yf in Fig. 5-b);

(17)

Now considering the equilibrium law at cracked section one

obtains: 

Fc=FT+FF (18)

(19)

The Eq. 19 will be used to determine the neutral axis position

by changing the depth of compression zone in specified

compression strain.

The moment capacity of section can be obtained with the Eq.

20 after meeting the equilibrium law in Eq. 19. 

M=MFc+MFt+MFf (20)

Where MFc, MFt and MFf are the moments derived by 

stress in compression zone, in tension zone and fiber force in

cracked zone respectively about the neutral axis and 

calculated as;

(21)

(22)

(23)

Y ̅ F is the center of fiber force relative to the lowest uncraked

fiber in tension zone, i.e. where the crack width (w) is zero.

The Y ̅ F is calculated from Eq. 24.

(24)

(25)

Relations for stage 3, (εb>εcr ,εtb>εo):
While the compressive stress of concrete gets to perfectly

plastic region, it is necessary to rewrite the Eq.15, Eq. 19

Eq.21. Ordinary fibrous concrete never experiences this stage;

nonetheless the Eq.15, Eq. 19 Eq.21 will substitute as

following: 

Normalized Compressive Force; FC=FC1+FC2 (26)

(27)

(28)

Where;

(29)

(30)

Now the load-deflection curve can be generated by using the

algorithm shown in Fig. 6.

This procedure is simple and can be performed with common

mathematical program such as spread sheet in Excel.

Finally it should be noted that this model and its relations can

be modified for three point bending test (TPBT)

proportionally.  

3. Parametric Study of Material Properties

Two sets of parametric studies were conducted. Fig. 7

presents the parametric study ofFRC materials with different

crack-opening relations for a specified concrete with f'c=45

Mpa , ft=4.5 Mpa and E=33Gpa.

Another parametric study has been done for three sets of

FRC material with the same crack-opening relation and

different model parameters in tensile strength and module of

elasticity. The result has been shown in Fig.8.
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Fig. 6. Algorithm for generating the load-deflection curve
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4. Model validation

The proposed model has been validated by using some

existing experimental data of theformer researcher. Balagura

and Najm [9] performed an experimental investigation on

flexural behavior of high-performance fiber-reinforced

concrete (FRC) with fiber volume fractions up to 3.75% for 7

mixes. The materials used in this study were cement Types II

and V based on ASTM, mortar sand, condensed silica fume,

lightweight aggregates, tap water, and admixtures. Three types

of fibers were used: 30 x 0.5 mm-diameter hooked steel fibers,

12 mm straight steel fibers (0.2 mm equivalent diameter), and

25x0.4 mm-diameter polypropylene macrofibers.

Polypropylene macrofibers are nonmagnetic and have a

density of 900 kg/m3 that bond well with concrete. In these

mixes the w/c varied from 0.27 to 0.33. The 100 x 100 x 350

mm prisms were tested over a simply supported span of 300

mm. The testing was done under displacement control. The

beams were tested at 7, 28, 35, and 64 days. The predicted

behavior for the Mix 7 of this study has been compared with

experimental result in the Fig. 9.

Another validation has been done with the result of Zhang

and Stange [7] studies. They investigated the application of

stress crack opening relation in predicting the flexural

behavior of FRC. In this study a deformation-controlled  of

bending tests were carried out on two types of steel fibre

concrete beams, straight fibre with circular cross-sections of

0.4 mm and 25 mm in length, and hooked fibre with circular

cross-sections of 0.5 mm in diameter and 30 mm in length,

here used separately. The size of beam was 420x100 x100mm

and the span of bending was 400 mm. Theproposed model and

their results in one set data have been shown in Fig. 10.

5. Conclusion

A simple solution and its relations have been presented for

predicting the behavior of FRC material under FPT. Simplicity

of solution is due to assumed constitutive model for concrete

in compression and tension and proposed crack opening

relation. The equations in proposed model have been

normalized based on two inherent material parameters: the

tensile strain ecr and tensile strength ft. This model is simple
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Fig. 7. Load-deflection a FRC material in function of  β
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Fig. 8. Load-deflection a FRC material in function of ft and E
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Fig. 10. Comparison of experimental result with proposed model [7]
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and can be performed with common mathematical program

such as spread sheet in Excel. Parametric study results show

that Compressive strength, module of elasticity and also the

tensile strength of concrete do not play a major role on post

cracking behavior of fibrous concrete, the properties of fiber

pullout response, i.e. the crack width opening relation of

cracked fibrous concrete mainly affects the post cracking

behavior of fibrous concrete.   

As seen in above the proposed model has been validated with

some existing experimental test. The results have proper

agreement with some experimental data and may include some

concern in some test. This model can be completed further by

using appropriate assumption for crack opening relation.
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